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I have tried a bunch of the settings that the other people have suggested, but none of them have worked so far. Does anybody know a good fix for this? A: I found the problem! It was caused by the option settings in the movie. I had set it to "after download open file". So when it was trying
to open the file it was looking in the wrong place which caused the problem. Q: Naming convention for ng-component with application scope variables I have a component which is using an application scope variable as a template variable. I don't see a way to do this in the ng-component
decorator, but instead i get the error "The name 'Variable' does not exist in the current scope." Any suggestions on how I can get around this? Is there a way to reference the scope attribute of the outer component in the ng-component, or do i have to find a different way to retrieve the

variable? A: No, if you have a controller associated with your directive/component then you are required to use the ControllerAs property to access those scoped variables. Q: How to go from x to h to Y and not use an intermediate variable The question is this, I have this code: import random
a = [random.randint(1,6) for c in range(5)] b = [random.randint(1,6) for c in range(3)] c = [random.randint(1,6) for d in range(5)] d = [random.randint(1,6) for e in range(3)] e = [random.randint(1,6) for f in range(5)] f = [random.randint(1,6) for g in range(3)] g = [random.randint(1,6) for h

in range(5)] print(a[0], b[0], c[0], d[0], e[0], f[0], g[0], h[0]) And is like this but with 2 extra empty lists: import random a = [random.randint(1,6) for c in range(5)] b = [random.randint(1,6) for c in range(3)] c = [random 6d1f23a050
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